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Mt Nebo Rim Trail
Mt. Nebo State Park

This is a beautiful trail that runs around the top of Mt. Nebo, overlooking the Arkansas River valley and Lake Dardanelle.  The mountain 
rises to 1800' above sea level; 1300' above valley.  There are some great outcroppings and rock formations.  Vistas are wonderful.  There 
are no significant climbs, but many "step-like" areas and the footing is rocky and rather tricky in spots. Not a good trail for those who don't 
like uneven footing and uneven steps. The Rim Trail Connects with the Bench Trail, below the bluffs, which is slightly longer, but shaded, 
and smoother walking.  Bench Trail is mostly a large sandstone slab encircling the mountain.  All the connector trails are rather steep.  
Nebo Steps behind the VC is best of group;  Gum Springs Trail on opposite side is the most difficult (steep and uneven), but also the most 
scenic, crossing above and below a waterfall.  The waterfall, on Gum Springs trail, can be dramatic, but is seasonal.  Additional features 
include a rock bridge, huge slabs of sandstone, several well-preserved examples of CCC construction from 1930's.
Planning notes: 1. Fall on a clear day is best time for this hike.  Spring, late in season is also good.  In March, hang gliders are often on 

the mountain.
2. Hiking time averages 2:15 for Rim Trail only.  Combinations with Bench trail provide a wide variety of hike routes and 
experiences.
3. Several lunch options after hike in Dardanelle (El Parian Mexican Restaurant and US Cafe on hwy 7); Russellville 
(What-a-Burger; Union Street Cafe).

Access Notes: 1. 1:30 to TH from HSV West Gate.  (Use 120 mi round trip for carpool).
2. Take AR 7 north to Dardanelle; go straight at light when 7 turns north.  Turn left on AR 155 (sign toward Mt. Nebo State 
Park); follow 155 six miles up a very windy road to State Park and top of mountain.  Turn right and follow signs to Visitor's 
Center.  Trailhead is behind VC.

For additional info: State Park brochure and trail map.     See State Park website:  http://www.mountainstateparks.com/ .  Visitor's 
Center (trailhead) for latest information and several brochures about the 14 miles of hiking trails in the park.
 For more information or coordination of schedule with the hang gliding:  The CAMP (Central Arkansas 
Mountain Pilots) is an organization for hang gliders in AR. They have a web site www.camp.net that will have 
their flying schedule.
 John Burns has led this hke several times recently and has map copies for future hikes.
Tim Ernst "Arkansas Hiking Trails".

- - - - - - - - - - -  
  OMH Saturday

 Recent Hikes:    

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Mar 16, 2013 Leader: John Burns 20 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Rim Trail clockwise from Visitor's Center around sunrise point; down Gum Springs Trail to just below waterfall 
and back up; continue around rim to Sunset Point and back to VC.

4.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4
sss: Cliffs, outcroppings, and bluff lines;

views of AR river valley; 
Waterfall Mt. Nebo falls

Beautiful, spring morning, but haze limited visibility.
Most of group took a side trip down Gum Springs Trail to waterfall, which was more beautiful than I have ever seen it.  We were able 
to walk under and behind the falls.
Most of group went to lunch after hike at El Parian Mexican Restaurant in Dardanelle.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Mar 10, 2012 Leader: Jim Gifford 18 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Rim Trail clockwise from Visitor's Center around sunrise point; down Gum Springs Trail to just below waterfall 
and back up; continue around rim to Sunset Point and back to VC.

4.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4
sss: Cliffs, outcroppings, and bluff lines;

views of AR river valley;
views deep into Ouachita Mountains 

Waterfall Mt. Nebo falls

Beautiful, clear morning with exceptional views.  This hike was more spectacular than usual.
Most of group took a side trip down Gum Springs Trail to waterfall, which was flowing better than we had ever seen it after heavy 
rains Thursday.  We were able to walk under and behind the falls.
For second week in a row, the entire Saturday hike group went to lunch together, this time to El Parian Mexican Restaurant in 
Dardanelle.
Jim was last minute substitute for Jim Collins as hike leader.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 
Mar 5, 2011 Leader: John Burns 21 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Rim Trail counter clockwise from Visitor's Center sround sunrise point; down Gum Springs Trail to waterfall and 
back up;  roads back to VC

4.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4
sss: Cliffs and bluff lines

(limited) views of AR river valley 
Waterfall Mt. Nebo falls

Good crowd enjjoyed the hike. It was an overcast day but the views were still spectacular. We had
an easy walk to the waterfall which was flowing.  Cold wind at times, particularly on northwest sections of mountain. It was six 
degrees cooler at the top than at the base of the mountain.
Group took a side trip down Gum Springs Trail to waterfall, which actually had pretty good water flow (after Friday night rains).  Mist 
was "almost a rainbow".  Some hikers were able to walk under the falls.
Trail collapse of several years ago has been repaired, so detour is no longer required around Sunrise point.  (but land has not quit 
moving).
Most went to El Parian Mexican Restaurant in Dardanelle after hike.  Very Good food and service.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Mar 6, 2010 Leader: John Burns 20 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Visitor's Center clockwise to Varnall Springs Trail; down to Bench Trail; clockwise to Gun Springs Trail; up to Rim 
Trail; to Summit Park Trail (north half); back to Visitor's Center.

4.5  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4
sss: Overlooks and views of Arkansas River Valley;

Bluff lines and rock formations;
Sandstone bench slabs
Gum Springs 

Waterfall Mt. Nebo falls

Beautiful spring day with good turn out; including several new people.  John invented a great new route - unintentionally.
Some had trouble with steps on Rim Trail and did a shortcut.   A few cut back to VC from end of Summit Park Trail.
Most had lunch at US Cafe in Dardanelle afterwards.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
May 23, 2009 Leader: Ben Glazer 11 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Started at VC, clockwise around rim trail; turned left (down) at Gum Springs Trail past waterfall to Bench Trail; 
right (west) on Bench Trail to Fern Lake, connector behind Fern Lake to Summit Park Trail to trailhead across 
from VC

3.2  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4
sss: Views of Arkansas River valley;

rock forrmations;
waterfall ! 

Waterfall Mt. Nebo falls

This was a new route, created on the fly.  Worked really well, will consider using it again.  (Mileage is an estimate.)
Ben and Becky opted for the Bench Trail, going down Nebo Steps then counter-clockwise to Fern Lake and back.  Our route was 
intended to meet them, but we never did.
The waterfall near Gum Springs was flowing and was magnificent. Most of us had never seen it before.  It has a couple of 
cascading upper stages (10 - 12' each), followed by a dramatic 20-30' drop off the cliff.  The trail runs across the top of the upper 
stage, then twists around to the bottom of the sheer drop.  We even hiked behind the water at bottom.
The rock slide area near east end had been repaired (but then slid again after recent heavy rains).  It is much easier to navigatet 
than it has been last couple of years, but will need fixing again.
Good views all arouind, but a little hazy.
All hikers went to lunch at Brendas in Centerville after the hike.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
May 24, 2008 Leader: Glenn Wortham 1 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  From Visitor's Center counter-clockwise around rim back to VC; still requires detour around cave-in below 
Sunrise Point

3.7  miles Difficulty Rating 2 Scenic Rating 2
sss: Rock formations

Stone bridge 
Valley was very hazy, limiting visibility and scenic value - could not see the river until we were back at VC
Followed hike with a lunch stop at Brenda's in Centerville.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 
May 26, 2007 Leader: Glenn Wortham 20 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Counter-clockwise from Visitor's Center (detour around slide area)
4.0  miles Difficulty Rating 2 Scenic Rating 3
sss: Outcroppings; rock formations

Views of Arkansas River 
Very hazy day; limited scenic value.
Cave in below sunset point still requires scramble across  boulder field.  Will probably not be repaired for several years, per park, 
until it "quits moving".
Lunch at Union Street Cafe in Russellville after hike.

Access Notes: 1. Hwy 7 to Dardenelle; go straight on 22 where hwy 7 turns right; turn left on 155 to Mt Nebo.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
May 21, 2005 Leader: Jim Gifford 14 Hikers OMH Saturday

Route:  Counter-clockwise from Visitor's Center (detour around slide area)
4.0  miles Difficulty Rating 2 Scenic Rating 4
sss: Outcroppings; rock formations

Views of Arkansas River 
Beautiful day, but very hazy.  Views limited.
Tried to use the 'reroute' around the collapsed trail, but it was too tricky for some, so we came back to road at Sunrise Point and 
remet trail at highway.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Oct 16, 2004 Leader: Rex Greer 23 Hikers OMH Saturday

3.7  miles Difficulty Rating 2 Scenic Rating 4
sss: Views from Rim Trail overlooking the Arkansas River 
Had to detour one section of trail that had collapsed (landslide) earlier this year
Lunch at papa D's in Centerville after hike
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